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“You Already Have It.”
You already have what you want:  

happiness, jobs, money, or anything.

The issue is always just how to  
manifest what you already have.

The first step is to believe it.



Implicit Active Flux



Active Flux Scheme

Quadratic variation within each cell.

Cell-averages and face-point-values(flux) evolve independently.

Eymann and Roe,  AIAA 2011-3840,  AIAA2013-2940
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Van Leer’s Scheme V,  JCP1977

http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf
http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf


Implicit Time-Stepping

So, we focus on a steady solver.

Discretize the time derivative by implicit scheme:

Steady problem:                [Time derivative]

which may be solved with a pseudo time derivative:

over a physical time step



Advection



1. Cell-average update:

Eymann and Roe,  AIAA 2011-3840,  AIAA2013-2940
Van Leer (Scheme V)  JCP1977

Active Flux Scheme for Advection

Updated face value needed!
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2. Face-value update by characteristic solve:
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http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf
http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf


Diffusion



AIAA 2014-2092

Active Flux Scheme for Diffusion

We discretize an equivalent hyperbolic diffusion system:

System is equivalent to diffusion in the steady state for any Tr :

Tr =
L2
r

ν
, Lr =

1

2π

Optimized for fast convergence (JCP2007 , AIAA2013)

See website for Hyperbolic Method

http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf
http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf


1D Hyperbolic Diffusion

Waves travel isotropically:

(Note: Elliptic in space)

AIAA 2014-2092

http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf
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Active Flux Scheme for Diffusion

1. Cell-average update:

2. Face-value update by characteristic solve:

AIAA 2014-2092
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Compute Face Values with Source

Face values of u and p obtained by solving the above system.
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Characteristic equations with source:

Face values by integration along characteristics:
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AIAA 2014-2092

http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf


Final Formulas for Face Values
AIAA 2014-2092

which we express by the operator D:

Characteristic solve yields

Quite straightforward.   Just looks complicated.

3rd-order accuracy already demonstrated for u and p.

http://hiroakinishikawa.com/My_papers/nishikawa_AIAA-2011-3043.pdf


Advection-Diffusion



Active Flux for Advection Diffusion

Active flux for advection Active flux for diffusion

Active flux for advection diffusion

Well, it is not straightforward…

?

How can we combine advection and diffusion schemes?



Active Flux for Advection Diffusion

1. Cell-average update:

j

2. Face-values - Two different characteristic solves!

Advection Diffusion

Averaging doesn’t work.  How to combine them?



Difficult…



Free yourself and reset your mindset: 
!

   Forget about combining schemes. 
No need to combine them. 

!

Believe it.  
Behold what you have.

“You Already Have It.”



Look at Advection Diffusion System

In the pseudo steady state, 	

we have              ….. 

Yes, I already have a scheme!
Look, this is a hyperbolic diffusion system!

Advection Diffusion
~

Include        in the source term: ~



Active Flux for Advection Diffusion

1. Cell-average update:  Scheme is conservative

j

2. Face-values:  Solve diffusion with advection as a source

Diffusion

Add time derivative to the source for unsteady



Methods for Numerical Flux
Conservative finite-volume discretization:

Numerical Flux for advection-diffusion (Navier-Stokes):

Central inviscid

Riemann solvers

Flux-vector splitting methods

Gas-kinetic methods   

Inviscid as source

A new approach to Navier-Stokes Flux

+ Central viscous  

+ Central viscous  

+ Central viscous  

+ Central viscous  

+ Upwind viscous



Newton Solver

Update:

Exact linearization:

- The pseudo-time term ignored completely	

- GS relaxation to reduce the linear-residual by 1 order	

- Newton iteration to reduce the residual by 	


          6 orders for steady problems	

          2 orders for unsteady problems



Results



Steady Results

Exact solution:

Advection-diffusion equation:

Grids and parameter:  16,  32,  64,  128 cells



Steady Results: a/nu=0.01

Solution Gradient 

16 cells



Steady Results: a/nu=0.01



Steady Results: a/nu=0.1

Solution Gradient 

16 cells



Steady Results: a/nu=0.1



Steady Results: a/nu=1.0

Solution Gradient 

16 cells



Steady Results: a/nu=1.0



Steady Results: a/nu=10.0

Solution Gradient 

16 cells



Steady Results: a/nu=10.0



Steady Results: a/nu=100.0

Solution Gradient 

16 cells



Steady Results: a/nu=100.0



Unsteady Results

Exact(red curve)	

3rd-order(circles):

- BDF3 for du/dt	

- Irregular grid	

- 20 cells	

- dt=0.1	

- Final time = 6.0

              Boundary condition: u(0)=0 and u(1)=2*cos(2*pi*t)

            This movie is available at YouTube (Search by “active flux”)



Time Accuracy

3rd-order accurate in time

Spatial error 
begins to 
dominate.

!
- BDF3 for du/dt	

- Irregular grid	

- 20 cells	

- dt=0.4 - 0.05	

- Final time = 6.0



Conclusions

- Face values (interface flux) are computed by solving 	

    Advection Diffusion = Diffusion + advective source	

                                                   + time-derivative source	

- Newton’s method	

    5 residual evaluations to reach steady state	

    2 residual evaluations to advance in time (unsteady)	

!
- Third-order accurate solution and gradient 	

    4th-order in the advection limit (no explanation)	

!
- Extensions to higher-dimensions   to be developed.

Active flux scheme constructed for unsteady advection diffusion.



“Can it be extended to Navier-Stokes?”

Have a wonderful summer, too!

“Can it be extended to Navier-Stokes?”

!

No need to extend. 
You already have it. 

!

Believe it, and  
wait for NIA CFD Seminar on 09-29-15.

Have a wonderful summer, too!Looks difficult, very difficult. Euler as source.	



